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Abstract

1. The problem: Words are a pervasive unit of syntax and yet the
dominant theory of them, the X0 theory, is problematic, predicting
more parallels between phrasal and head movement than are observed.
Phrasal movement approaches to word formation fare even worse on
that score. Mirror Theory (MT) also has shortcomings, for example
in relying on an unmotivated notion of specifier.
2. The solution: A theory of how syntactic structures are mapped onto
functional and lexical words, positing syntactic features w for lexical
access points and @ for linearization points. The theory draws on the
late insertion of DM, the cycles of phase theory, the direct lineariza-
tion principles of MT, and the non-terminal spell-out of Nanosyntax,
separating word formation from linearization and appealing to spans
(head-complement sequences) as the units of cyclic lexical access and
storage.

1 Introduction: In search of the grammatical

word

Phonological analysis more or less universally recognizes a category Phono-
logical Word (sometimes abbreviated PhWd or ω) as a domain for certain

∗Thanks to Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero and Terje Lohndal for valuable discussion and to
two anonymous reviewers for insightful and helpful comments.
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processes and phenomena, for example stress placement, word-final devoic-
ing, vowel harmony, minimal word constraints, and so on.1 In fact, the
word appears to be the maximal domain for cyclic phonology other than the
prosodic structure produced by syntax; as Bermúdez-Otero (2011) puts it,
“there appear to be no cyclic nodes between the grammatical word (X0) and
the utterance”; hence the phonology applying across words is a different pro-
cess from the phonology applying within words (however, in contrast to the
presupposition in the quote, I will argue in this paper that the grammatical
word cannot be equated with X0).

Given a string of segments, purely phonological considerations can be
applied to determine syllable structure and foot structure. But no purely
phonological considerations can be applied to determine word boundaries.
These are externally imposed.2

Thus, phonology relies on syntax to identify the word. Therefore it is a
problem for syntax if syntacticians rely in practice on phonological charac-
teristics to identify a grammatical word.

In a lexicalist model, the word is the output of the morphological com-
ponent. Morphology, almost by definition, recognizes a distinction between
word-internal and word-external phenomena; allomorph selection across a
word boundary is limited to syntactic and phonological features, while al-
lomorph selection within a word can also be sensitive to class and lexical
features.

Thus, the word is central to lexicalist models, but those models have not
developed any theory explaining why words have the boundaries that they
do.

In a late-insertion model like DM, in which there is no distinct compu-
tational word formation module, the problem is just as acute. A theory of
the grammatical word is needed that can feed the phonology. Until then, the
word is at best a cryptophonological diacritic in the syntax telling the syntax
how to spell something out, with no account for the generalizations which

1Though Scheer (2008) argues that only word boundaries are motivated, not domains.
2Déchaine (2015) discusses the interesting case of Yorùbá, where verbs are restricted

to CV syllables, and other lexical words are longer; thus, descriptively, one could say that
a lexical CV word is a verb. Alternatively, there is a CV template associated with the
category verb (perhaps it is the phonological structure of a category-defining head v).
What I am pointing out here is that there is no language in which strings of segments are
broken up into words on the basis of purely phonological considerations, the way syllables
and feet can be constructed on purely phonological grounds.
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are observed (Scheer 2008). I discuss the X0 hypothesis of the grammatical
word favored in DM in §3.

It is sometimes thought that word boundaries are essentially arbitrary.
For example, smarter has no word boundary between the comparative mor-
pheme and the root, while the functionally equivalent more intelligent does,3

and the English (1a) contains three lexical words and two function words
while the semantically similar Nahuatl example in (1b) is a single word.

(1) a. I want to eat potatoes.
b. Ni-kamo-kwa-s-neki.

1sg-potato-eat-sub-want
‘I want to eat potatoes’ (Tenextatiloyan Nahuatl, from own 1992
field notes)

But despite some variation, the boundaries are not arbitrary. For example,
there are crosslinguistically valid constraints on the interpretation of incor-
porated versus free nouns, consistent with the claim of Baker (1988) that
what is incorporated is a projection of N, not of D. For example, an incorpo-
rated noun like kamo ‘potato’ in the Nahuatl example can be characterized
as lacking a D projection, and hence typically interpreted as a weak, narrow
scope indefinite (Carlson 2006). Nahuatl cannot incorporate the DP in kamo
‘the potato.’

Furthermore, finite verbs do not incorporate, only non-finite ones like kwa
‘eat’ in (1b). I have glossed the -s- there as sub[ordinate]; its exact category
is unclear. But it is not a finite ending, and a full finite form could not be
incorporated into the higher verb neki ‘want.’

It seems that higher-level functional categories such as DP and CP never
incorporate into the lexical material under which they are subordinated; this
in itself shows that word boundaries are not entirely arbitrary. The uni-
versal generalization would be that C and D induce word boundaries; the
parametric property would be which of the other categories also do.

In that case we can say that unincorporated phrases have additional ma-
terial, compared to incorporated phrases (compare Cardinaletti and Starke’s
1999 arguments that clitics are structurally deficient in a way that restricts

3Though, as is well known, analytic phrases with more have additional uses not shared
by the synthetic forms, e.g. the ‘metalinguistic’ use in It is {more cold/*colder} than hot
(Di Sciullo & Williams 1987). This situation is not uncommon in cases of periphrasis, see
for example Nikolaeva (2013) for an example from Tundra Nenets.
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their interpretation as well as being reflected in their reduced prosody).
The fact that Nahuatl neki ‘want’ incorporates lower verbs can be treated

as a matter of subcategorization: neki selects a complement which is small
enough to incorporate (as a matter of fact it can also take larger complements,
but this kind of optionality is common for selection; compare believe allowing
both ECM infinitives and finite complements in English).

Another source of variation comes from the phonology. Syntax is mapped
onto prosodic structures which are the input to phonological computation.
The phonology of different languages can treat the same input in different
ways. For example, the mapping from syntax to phonology might produce an
adjoined prosodic word structure, where one prosodic word is embedded in-
side another. This violates a general markedness constraint against adjoined
structures, in OT terms (Selkirk 1996, Ito & Mester 2012). If faithfulness
to the input outranks the constraint against adjunction, then a phonological
word boundary will be present in the output.

In English, phonological words may be recursive when lexical words are
adjoined to each other, suggesting that in such contexts, faithfulness to the
syntactically-determined input outranks the markedness bias against recur-
sive prosodic categories. Compare the phrasal philosóphical dissert´́ation, with
phrasal stress on the head noun to the right, with the compound philósophy
dissertàtion, in which the primary word stress falls on the leftmost member;
nevertheless, the underlying stress patterns of both words are preserved.

(2) x
x x

x x x x
phi lo so phi cal dis ser ta tion

(3) x
x x
x x x

phi lo so phy dis ser ta tion

If, on the other hand, the constraint against adjunction outranks faithful-
ness to the input, then the internal word boundary might be erased. This is
arguably the case in Central Yupik, where noun incorporation does not show
a word-internal word boundary on the surface. Woodbury (1987) gives the
minimal pair in (4), where all but the first morpheme are identical. Iambic
feet are constructed over the entire word from the left, which causes a stress
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to fall on the verb root in (4a) (and every other syllable), but not in (4b),
where the incorporee is disyllabic.

(4) a. pi-ssú:-tu-lĺı:ni-lú:ni
thing-hunt-always-apparently-app.3refl
‘S/he apparently always hunted [things]’

b. mallú:-ssu-tú:-llińı:-luni
beached.whale-hunt-always-apparently-app.3refl
‘S/he apparently always hunted beached whales’

In this paper, I propose a novel theory of the word, building on phase-
based DM as well as Brody’s (2000a, 2000b) Mirror Theory, which is based
on the notion of span.4 In short, minimal words are created in the input to
phonology when lexical access targets certain nodes for the spell-out of the
spans they dominate, where the span is the sequence of complements (going
down the extended projection, ignoring specifiers and adjuncts). The notion
of span plays another important role in the theory, as exponents are inserted
into spans, rather than into terminal nodes. Thus morphemes are exponents
of spans, and syntactic words are combinations of morphemes in certain
configurations also defined in terms of spans. This is novel because the notion
of span has no status in current theory. Using spans eliminates the need
for head-movement, fusion, local dislocation, and several other mechanisms
commonly used in DM.5

2 Proposal: Words are defined over spans

I will assume a late insertion model like the one argued for in Distributed
Morphology (DM). However, DM is generally committed to taking syntactic
terminal nodes to be the targets of vocabulary insertion — hence a syntactic
head canonically corresponds to an exponent, allowing DM to use the term
“morpheme” for syntactic heads. I propose instead that vocabulary inser-

4Additional related work includes Ramchand (2008), the papers in Svenonius et al.
(2009), Adger et al. (2009), Bye & Svenonius (2012), Svenonius (2012; 2016), and Adger
(2013).

5Compared to Nanosyntax (e.g. as represented in Svenonius et al. 2009), spelling out
spans eliminates the need for phrasal movements to move specifiers out of targets for
insertion, and subsequent movements to relinearize those targets in order to undo the
unwanted effects of the specifier evacuation.
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tion targets spans, which are head-complement sequences, normally in an
extended projection.6

(5) A span is a contiguous sequence of heads in a head-complement rela-
tion

For example, take the following tree, intended to represent a TP clause where
the DP subject has moved from v to T, there is an adverb adjoined to AspP,
and the object is an NP which has remained in the VP.7 This might represent
a sentence like The tigers always take note. Following a convention initiated
by Brody (2000a;b), specifiers slope down to the left while complements slope
down to the right, so the N dependent of V is a specifier, not a complement,
in this tree.

(6) T

Asp

Adv v

D V

n N

N

This tree contains four extended projections: Adv, the subject DP, the ob-
ject NP, and the clause itself. <Adv> and <N> are, in addition to being
extended projections, also trivial spans, as are all other singleton categories.
<T, Asp, v, V> constitute a span, and so do all contiguous subsequences:
<T, Asp>, <Asp, v>, etc. The DP similarly forms various spans, all sub-
parts of <D, n, N>.

6The status of spans which cross extended projections falls outside the scope of this
paper. See Son & Svenonius (2008) for a proposal in which P complements of V form a
lexicalizable span with the verbal material.

7This is a tree in the linguist’s sense, not the mathematician’s, for whom it is still a
graph but not a tree due to the multidominance representation of movement.
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Phase theory (Chomsky 2001; 2008, inter alia) holds that certain desig-
nated nodes, called phase heads, trigger the operation of Transfer, in which
selected phrases are transferred to interface modules for phonological and se-
mantic interpretation. Assuming Late Insertion, part of this Transfer process
involves lexical insertion. But a phase may contain specifiers and adjuncts
which are distinct targets for lexical insertion.

In the two-stage lexical insertion model of Bye & Svenonius (2012), lexical
insertion is divided into a syntactic step of Lexical Matching, where lexical
items are matched to syntactic representations according to syntactic features
only, and a phonological stage of Insertion, where phonological considerations
determine allomorph selection. We propose that the step of Lexical Matching
targets spans, rather than terminal nodes or heads.

(7) Lexical matching applies to spans

This means that, within each phase, the spell-out procedure must process
each extended projection separately. If the VP is a spell-out domain in (6),
then the trivial span V and the trivial span N will be targeted separately for
lexical insertion. If the TP is a spell-out domain, then the clausal spine and
the subject will be targeted separately. The fact that there is no syntactic
constituent T-Asp-v -V which excludes the subject (and the adverb, and the
object) is no hindrance to lexical insertion, I contend.

In this section I discuss some of the consequences of (7), and in §3 I
compare it to the X0 hypothesis of word formation.

2.1 Portmanteaux

Examples like *John is an orphan and he misses them (Postal 1969, * on
coreference between them and the implicit ‘parents’) have been used to argue
that semantic subparts of morphemes are inaccessible. Syntactically visible,
morphemic subparts of complex words, are also often inaccessible, as illus-
trated by DiSciullo and Williams’ (1987) I babysat last night. #Boy was she
ugly.

However, the inaccessibility of subparts of words is not total. Baker (1996)
shows that incorporated nouns in Mohawk can have relatively high degrees
of referentiality, compared to subparts of English compounds, and especially
compared to single morphemes, crosslinguistically.

Assuming that referentiality correlates with structure, the restriction on
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words like orphan shows that there are structures which cannot be contained
within morphemes. Since any individual functional head can presumably be
expressed by a morpheme, this means that it is a structural configuration
that cannot be so expressed. In fact, morphemes are so limited in their
range of meanings that the standard assumption is that they spell out only
X0, syntactic atoms. But portmanteau phenomena abound, especially if
cartography is on the right track, and lexical decomposition suggests that
many words have a richer internal structure.8

Nevertheless, the impossibility of referring expressions being contained
inside morphemes appears to be absolute. Partly, this might follow if mor-
phemes cannot include material from two phases (I suggested this for idioms
in Svenonius 2005, building on Marantz 2001). Restrictions on morpheme
meaning seem to be stricter still, and so I suggest that they are restricted
to spans. The reference to ‘single’ here is to distinguish these from multi-
morphemic idioms, which may be inserted into multiple spans.

(8) Single listed exponents are inserted into spans

Thus, for example, if a span can consist of a nominal root, a category
head n, and a classifier node Cl (taking Cl to be the locus of plural marking
following Borer 2005), then a lexical entry like the one for the plural noun
mice could include all three heads in its syntactic specification, so that a
partial lexical entry might appear as follows.

(9) /mAIs/ ⇔ <N, n, Cl>

The exponent /mAIs/ could then be inserted directly into a syntactic struc-
ture containing the span N–n–Cl. This obviates any need for a Fusion op-
eration as used in DM (cf. Siddiqi 2009). Fusion overgenerates as it would
allow, for example, a direct object D to fuse with a selecting V, permitting
suppletive V-D for certain verbs, a situation which I believe to be unattested.

Insertion into spans is distinct from the nanosyntactic insertion of lexical

8The issue of readjustment rules (Halle & Marantz 1993) is relevant. If there are
readjustment rules, then forms like would and could can be ‘adjusted’ versions of will and
can, and show nothing about what single morphemes can spell out. However, if there
are no readjustment rules, then the lack of any transparent segmentation in would and
could suggests that they are portmanteaux, including the features of will and can plus, at
least, the past tense. Examples like this abound, so readjustment and portmanteaux are
competing explanations for a large class of phenomena.
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entries into syntactic constituents (e.g. Caha 2009), because syntactic con-
stituency is not identical to spanhood. There are constituents which are not
spans (for example any projection containing a specifier) and spans which
are not constituents (a span is not a constituent which excludes a specifier,
if that specifier is a dependent of a head in the span).

The same span N–n–Cl could be lexicalized by multiple exponents, for
example pig-let-s, given lexical entries like those in (10)

(10) a. /pIg/ ⇔ <N>
b. /l@t/ ⇔ <n>
c. /z/ ⇔ <Cl>

In both cases (9) and (10) there is a single word. The surface order of the
exponents mirrors the hierarchical structure of the syntax, as discussed in
§2.3 below.

2.2 Syntactic Periphrasis

Syntactic periphrasis involves a paradigmatic opposition between one word
and two. Classic examples are cases where simple tenses alternate with com-
pound tenses. For example, in Turkish, the definite past is a simple tense,
while the reported past is a compound tense (Kornfilt 1997), involving a
participle and a cliticized present tense copula (cliticization is indicated in
(11b) using an equals sign). Though the copula itself is normally null be-
fore a consonant, the compound tense is evident in several ways, including
word stress (word-final in Turkish) and in the agreement allomorphy (sec-
ond person singular is -n on main verbs, but is -sin with the present-tense
copula).

(11) a. git-t́ı-n
go-def.past-2sg
‘you went (definite past)’

b. git-mı́ş=sin
go-rep.past=cop.2sg

‘you went (reported past)’

The definite past can occur outside the -miş participle, forming a past perfect.
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(12) git-mı́ş=ti-n
go-rep.past=cop.def.past-2sg

‘you had gone’

Take -miş in the examples in (11b) and (12) to be an exponent of an (outer)
Aspect category Asp, which is absent from the definite past form in (11a).
Asp bears a property which causes it to spell out as a word distinct from the
functional material above it.

The examples in (11) can be represented schematically as in (13), positing
one node for each overt morpheme and marking the node inducing wordhood
with a superscripted w. The entire word in (11a) is a word, so FinAgr is
marked with w. In (11b), the participle is a prosodic word, but the auxiliary,
containing FinAgr is not a prosodic word. Thus, a surface prosodic word
requires something in addition to w, namely a root or stem. Spans marked
with w which do not include a root or stem will be morphologically wordlike,
but without the extra prosodic prominence of a lexical word.

(13) a. Definite past: V-T-FinAgr
w

b. Reported past: V-Aspw=T-FinAgr
w

The string in (13b) corresponds to a syntactic structure like that in (14),
positing a few more categories.

(14) FinAgr
w

T

Aspw

Voice

v

V

I suggest that a category marked w has a feature which causes it to be a
‘cyclic node’ for lexical insertion, in the sense of Embick (2010). Effectively,
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periphrasis is forced by the cycle of lexical access which occurs at the w mark.
Brody (2000a) suggests that all word boundaries indicate specifierhood,

that is, all words are specifiers. In that case, he is forced to stipulate that a
participle like that in (11b) occupies a specifier position. This would corre-
spond to the following tree structure.

(15) FinAgr
w

T

Aspw

Voice

v

V

So far no independent motivation for the specifierhood of such words
has emerged (e.g. difficulty of extraction, reconstruction effects, stranding
phenomena), so I will simply mark the category corresponding to a word
with w, assuming that it can bear that feature and remain structurally in
complement position, contra Brody. Nothing appears to hinge on this.

Since the minimal word is also a domain for stored idiosyncracies of form
(e.g. irregular plurals) and content (e.g. pluralia tantum, and what Marantz
2013 calls ‘allosemes’), I suggest that it is relevant for lexical access. Thus, the
phase may determine the cycle for Transfer, but the span within the phase is
the domain which is compared directly to the standard lexical entries, i.e. the
morphemes.

(16) Lexical matching is bounded by certain nodes with the property w

For example, in some languages there is a plural marker which is not con-
tained within the same phonological word as the noun, as in the examples
below from Galela and Tongan.

(17) a. o
art

bi
pl

gotta
tree
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‘trees’ (Galela, Rijkhoff 2002:110)
b. ha

indef

fanga
pl

pulu
cow

‘some cows’ (Tongan, Dryer 1989:875)

Such languages would differ from English in having a w feature below Cl,
for example on n (note that I posit no w on Cl in these languages, as Cl
is typically not morphologically complex, unlike the Turkish auxiliary, and
there is no alternation with a morphologically complex N-n-Cl, again unlike
the Turkish alternation of participial verbs with inflected finite verbs).9

(18) a. English: N–n–Clw

b. Tongan: N–nw–Cl

The w feature is in a sense the inverse of a feature triggering head movement.
Head movement, as movement, is normally assumed to be triggered. In a
Mirror-based theory, heads in a word are morphologically incorporated by
default, unless a feature such as w prevents incorporation. I discuss head
movement further, briefly, in §3.

2.3 Mirror theory

I have suggested that w marks the boundary of a lexical word, and that it
induces lexical access. Thus it follows that that node, and all of the nodes
within the span that it takes as a complement, form a lexical word.

(19) A root and the span dominating it up to the first w feature is a
lexical word

The phonological consequences of the w feature must follow from the way
that syntax is mapped to prosodic structure. The boundary of the lexical
word is interpreted by phonology as the boundary of a phonological word
(cf. Selkirk 2011). This should not have to be stipulated, but should be made

9The extended projections are represented in (18) from bottom to top, in keeping with
the diagrams previously provided for Turkish; equivalently they could be represented as
follows:

(i) a. English: Clw > n > N
b. Tongan: Cl > nw

> N
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to follow from the effect that cyclic lexical access has on the phonological
representation (see Scheer 2008 and Šurkalović 2013 for relevant discussion).

(20) The edge of a lexical word is interpreted in the input to phonology
as the boundary of a phonological word

As already noted, a lexical word in this sense may consist of several expo-
nents. There is a major crosslinguistic bias toward suffixation as opposed to
prefixation, so that an exponent representing higher material in a span, if
it is affixal, normally follows exponents of lower material. This is axiomatic
in Williams’ (1981) Right Hand Head Rule and in Brody’s Mirror Theory,
and I will take it as axiomatic here as well, though it should ultimately be
explained.10

Multiple w’s as in the Turkish reported past (cf. (13b)) divide an extended
projection up into parts; call each span with a w at the top node, all the way
down to the next w if there is one, a “w-span.” Linearization of morphemes
within a w-span follows the following principle.

(21) If A dominates B in a w-span, then an exponent of A follows an
exponent of B

The statement in (21) can be taken as a default, which can be overridden
by the same marked phonological alignment features which govern infixation
(Bye & Svenonius 2012).

On syntactic approaches to word formation, the linearization of mor-
phemes and of phrases follow the same principles (most prominently Kayne’s
1994 LCA). In DM, the prime engine driving complex word formation is
head movement. Head movement is syntactic movement and like other kinds
of movement is exclusively upward. Therefore, there is a tight connection
between the formation of complex words and head raising.

The Mirror-Theoretical alternative is that word formation is not gener-
ally driven by head movement, but by complementation (taking traditional
complements like direct objects to actually be specifiers of low parts of an
extended projection). If dependency in syntax is mapped to precedence in
phonology, then specifiers will precede heads, and so will complements.

This gives a default head-final order, with bound morphemes appearing

10Compare Brody’s (2000a:42) Mirror : “The syntactic relation “X complement of Y”
is identical to an inverse-order morphological relation “X specifier of Y.” This use of the
term ‘specifier’ does not seem to have currency outside Mirror Theory.
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as suffixes. Languages vary according to which categories, if any, are head-
final. Brody (2000b) proposes that a head in a span may be designated—with
a feature he represents with @—as the point at which spell-out inserts the
word; specifiers of heads higher than @ will precede the word linearly, but
specifiers of heads lower than @ will follow it.11

(22) The exponence of a span is linearized within the phrase it projects
according to the spell-out feature @

Following Brody, the fact that a span V–v–T linearizes in French in the
T position indicates that T in French bears the linearization feature @; in
English, the linearization feature is lower, on v.

(23) a. French: V–v–T@
b. English: V–v@–T

This means that the English verb will precede anything contained in or ad-
joined to VP, but will follow specifiers and adjuncts to vP and all material
in T; while the French verb will precede anything contained in or adjoined
to vP.

Nespor et al. (2008) suggest that learners can use prosody to determine
headedness of phrases; on the present model this means that a learner could
posit a high position for @ on the basis of stress-final phonological phrases.

Non-bound function words which linearize independently of the lexical
head of their extended projection must involve a distinct @. For a higher
function word, the default linearization will be to the left, on the assumption
that higher @’s are linearized to the left of lower ones. As a learning heuristic,
a learner identifying a head-initial free function word in a phrase need only
posit an @ on that category.

In a language like Tongan, where the plural marker precedes the noun,
there are two points for linearization in the noun phrase below the determiner,

11Bye & Svenonius (2012) discuss the phenomenon of antritropal exponents, with lexical
linearization specifications, such as the Latin conjunction que. Apart from such cases,
linearization is not tied to exponents, but to categories; e.g. verbs can be head-initial or
head-final according to their morphosyntactic featural status, but not according to lexical
features like conjugation class. This means that the feature @ does not appear to be
part of the phonology of lexical entries, but rather resides in the syntax. Linearization
itself is a property of phonological representations, not syntactic ones, so in a strictly
modular syntax–phonology division the distribution in the syntax of features influencing
linearization should ultimately be derived from something deeper.
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one for the plural word and one for the noun.

(24) a. English: N–n–Clw@
b. Tongan: N–nw@–Cl@

In general, a structure with more @’s than w’s will contain function words. In
general, languages with little morphology (such as Vietnamese, Noyer 1998)
are characterized by having many @’s in their extended projections.

A structure may also contain more w’s than @’s. This would mean that
there are multiple phonological words, but they linearize together, as with
compounds and other cases where one phonological word is adjoined to an-
other, as in the Turkish case discussed above. Such cases may be affected
by phonological processes, rendering the underlying structure opaque, as dis-
cussed for Central Yupik in §1 above).

Higher prosodic categories often entail lower ones, due to phonological
principles. If the prosodic interpretation of a phase is a phonological phrase
(Kratzer & Selkirk 2007, Adger 2007, Kahnemuyipour 2009), and DPs or
KPs are phases, then DPs or KPs will be phonological phrases in the input
to phonology, in which case phonological constraints alone may determine
that they are normally at least words in the output of phonology, whether
or not they bear an @ feature.

It is unclear what semantic content is associated with @; see Roberts
(2010) on the evidence for semantic content to head movement, which would
translate into the semantic content of @ on this proposal.

2.4 Grammatical words

The definition of lexical word in (19), as a root plus the incorporated func-
tional material in its extended projection, corresponds to the usual intuitions
about what a minimal lexical word is. However, the minimal lexical word
does not figure prominently in many syntactic phenomena. What is more
important to syntax is the grammatical word, which includes elements that
are larger than a minimal lexical word. For example, compounds may con-
tain more than one lexical word, and yet may undergo head movement, as
illustrated in (25).

(25) Derfor
therefore

sitte-danser
sit-dance

de
they

attmed
by

bordene
tables.def

sine.
refl.poss

‘Therefore they sit-dance (dance while sitting) at their tables’
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Grammatical words may also include clitics which are attached outside the
lexical word, as in the French example in (26), indicating the attached clitic
with an equals sign.

(26) Je
I

le=regarde
it=look.at

tout
all

simplement.
simply

‘I’m just simply looking at it’

In addition, grammatical words may include function words such as aux-
iliaries which are not lexical words. For example, the copula in English
undergoes verb movement as a grammatical word, but is not a lexical word
and does not normally show the full prosodic prominence of a lexical word.

(27) What are you looking at?

Grammatical words, in this sense, are units for syntactic linearization. There-
fore, they must be defined in terms of the distribution of @. Clitics and
adjoined or incorporated lexical words in compounds lack independent @, by
hypothesis. Thus each grammatical word contains exactly one node marked
by @. A span containing one @, up to the next @, can be called an @-span.
An @-span which is a dependent of an @-span (e.g. a specifier with @, some-
where in an @-span) is a distinct @-span, but a dependent containing no @
will be linearly inseparable from the @-span containing it. Thus, a grammat-
ical word can be defined as the maximal structure containing at most one
@.

The distribution of w and @ gives four categories of span, as illustrated
in the following table (abstracting away from the properties of roots).

(28) @ no @
w freestanding lexical word incorporated word
no w freestanding function word (internal) clitic

An affix, like a clitic, lacks w and @, but is part of a larger span. Selkirk
(1996) identifies three prosodic classes of clitic: free (outside the prosodic
word), affixal (adjoined to the prosodic word), and internal (contained in the
prosodic word). A case like the Turkish auxiliary, with an independent w
but no independent @, would be an affixal clitic, in Selkirk’s terms.

Roots have an effect on prosody, perhaps by virtue of triggering a cycle
of stem-level phonology, but there seems to be some crosslinguistic variation
concerning the prosodic interpretation of roots and their interaction with the
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w feature. This is an ongoing topic of research.

3 The X0 hypothesis

The most widely held theory of word structure is some version of an X0

hypothesis, namely that words are X0s, including possibly complex X0s. The
main engine forming complex words is head movement.

(29) Lexical insertion targets terminal nodes, after head movement, low-
ering, fusion, and local dislocation have applied

(30) Lexical insertion occurs phase-by-phase, starting with the most deeply
embedded node

(31) A maximal X0 containing a lexical root is a grammatical word

(32) A grammatical word is interpreted in phonology as a phonological
word

(33) A maximal X0 which does not contain a root is a function word

(34) The exponence of an X0 is linearized according to the LCA

Since head movement is constrained by the Head Movement Constraint
(Travis 1984, Baker 1988), the complex heads which it creates are restricted
to contiguous heads in a head-complement sequence—precisely the defini-
tion of span provided in (5). For this reason, the empirical coverage of the
spanning hypothesis is similar to the empirical coverage of the X0 hypothesis.

The spanning hypothesis is weaker in one respect, in that a span may be
spelled out in a low position, effectively allowing heads to lower. Lowering
is normally assumed to be restricted in the X0 hypothesis. If there were a
principled restriction on lowering that could be captured on the X0 hypothesis
and not on the spanning hypothesis, that would be an argument in favor of
the X0 hypothesis. However, there are several indications that the most
commonly assumed restrictions on head-lowering are empirically inadequate.

For example, English finiteness in T lowers to V (Bobaljik 1995), which
is supposed to occur under adjacency. But on a fine-grained analysis of the
extended projection of the verb, the finite features are not located in a head
which is adjacent to V; several heads such as nonfinite tense, aspect, and
voice intervene. In particular, there are several arguments for an Asp pro-
jection in English between T and Voice, see Ramchand & Svenonius (2014)
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for discussion and references.
It is also striking that adverbs do not prevent T lowering to V. Cinque

(1999) has argued that the relatively strict ordering of adverbs suggests that
they are associated with distinct projections, which further motivates heads
between finiteness and the verb.

There are additional arguments for inflected heads being spelled out low
in other languages, for example Haider (2000) for German and Adger et al.
(2009) for Kiowa.

In the following subsections I discuss additional arguments in favor of the
spanning hypothesis over the X0 hypothesis.

3.1 Phonologically and lexically driven periphrasis

A well known example of periphrasis is seen in the English comparative, and
it has been extensively discussed in the DM framework (Embick & Noyer
2001, Embick 2007, Embick & Marantz 2008, Bobaljik 2012). A pertinent as-
pect of the English comparative is that the alternation between the synthetic
(smarter) and the analytic or periphrastic alternative (more intelligent) is
affected by root information only available after lexical matching, since the
synthetic comparative formation with -er is only possible with ‘short’ adjec-
tives.

On the model adopted here, as well as in DM, lexical matching occurs
after syntactic operations, so the difference between smarter and more in-
telligentcannot be due to syntax. On the spanning hypothesis, then, it must
be possible for the span consisting of the comparative head and the adjective
to be spelled out by one word or by two, without the syntactic structure
bearing an additional w or @ feature in the case of ‘long’ adjectives.

The simplest way to state this is that the span consisting of, say, A-a-
comp, contains exactly one w and one @ feature and hence is spelled out
as one word, all else being equal, and as expected exponent of the higher
comp head surfaces as a suffix. Suppletive forms like worse are simply
portmanteaux for the whole A-a-comp span.

However, the comparative exponent -erbears a contextual restriction which
limits it to combining with short adjectives. In the case of a phonologically
inappropriate host, such as intelligent, -ercannot spell out comp. Instead,
more surfaces, and is not suffixal. In fact, it is not even a reduced function
word: it cannot surface with a reduced vowel, like the functional preposition
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for, which can surface as [f@r], but requires a full vowel as if it were a lexical
word.

There are at least two plausible explanations for whymorehas the prosody
of a lexical word, on the spanning hypothesis. One is that it is lexically
specified with prosodic structure. Lexical specification of prosodic structure
for certain elements is standardly assumed in phonology. Another is that
mo- is a root (presumably a bound allomorph of much) which is inserted to
‘rescue’ the stranded affix -er (cf. Corver 1997), and the phonology of English
assigns prosodic word structure to grammatical words which include roots.

On the X0 hypothesis of word structure, however, there is a bigger prob-
lem. Forms like smarterare ordinary words, so they should be complex X0s,
formed by head movement. But if they were, then this X0 complex would
have to be undone in the case of more intelligent. To allow postsyntactic
morphology to disassemble words in this fashion would to be to award it too
much power to disrupt the sentence structure and would overgenerate.

If, on the other hand, forms like more intelligent show that comp and
A are not included in a single complex X0, then some other operation must
bring them together in the case of smarter. Embick (2007) posits a rule of
Local Dislocation which has the form in (35).

(35) Deg[CMPR,SUP]
>
[. . . X . . . ]

a
→ [. . . X . . . ]

a
⊕ Deg[CMPR,SUP]

Where the phonological form of [. . . X . . . ]
a
meets the prosodic con-

ditions

The tie bar indicates string adjacency, [CMPR,SUP] indicates that this rule
applies both to the comparative and the superlative, and the circled plus
sign indicates word-formation; so the rule states that if a Deg head with
comparative or superlative features is adjacent to an adjective, then the
the Deg head is suffixed to the adjective provided it meets the prosodic
conditions.

There are several problems with this proposal. One is that it allows an
unwanted mixing of syntactic and phonological information. In the two-stage
lexical insertion model of Bye & Svenonius (2012), once the phonological
exponents have been matched, no further reference can be made to syntactic
features such as a.

If the condition on Local Dislocation is simply adjacency, then it is unclear
why the comparative suffix cannot surface on material other than the head
of the adjective phrase. For example, filthy and pretty allow comparative
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formation, filthier and prettier, but not when modifying adjectives.

(36) a. The DuPonts are more filthy rich than the Smiths.
b. *The DuPonts are filthier rich than the Smiths.

Similarly, light allows the comparative form lighter, but only when it is light-
ness that it being compared, as in (37b); when a modified adjective like light
blue is made comparative, -er cannot attach to the adjacent modifier light,
so that (37b) cannot mean what (37a) means.

(37) a. This grass is much more light blue than what we’ve previously
grown.

b. This grass is much lighter blue than what we’ve previously
grown.

Thus, string adjacency is not the right condition for synthetic comparative
formation. Modified adjectives like filthy rich arguably contain more struc-
ture than A-a, for example a Degree head with a null exponent. If the
comparative head comp is distinct from the Degree head Deg, and domi-
nates it, then it is unsurprising that the highly selective affix -er which is an
exponent of comp cannot attach to Deg, and the periphrastic comparative
is required in the case of filthy rich.

Another problem with the rule in (35) concerns suppletive and irregular
forms. For example, the comparative of bad is the suppletive worse. The rule
in (35) has to apply after lexical insertion, so that the prosodic conditions
can be taken into consideration. But that means that the root bad should
be present when the rule applies, apparently requiring it to be overwritten
by worse.

In general, the rules of Local Dislocation posited in Embick & Noyer
(2001), Embick (2007), and other works are not motivated by conceptual
concerns, but are responses to empirical problems for the X0 theory of word
formation. Only unprincipled stipulations prevent them from overgenerating,
for example allowing reordering of a verb and the determiner of its direct
object, for a lexically specified class of cases. Such cases are unattested, to
my knowledge.
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3.2 Head movement

The X0 theory of word formation partly unifies word formation with the
theory of movement, which would be a positive reduction if it could be made
to work, since many aspects of the theory of movement are well supported
and relatively well understood, especially unbounded dependency formation
(A-bar movement).

For example, there is a broad consensus that A-bar movement is cyclic,
obeys some version of the extension condition, affects scope relations, and
can be undone or disregarded in the interpretation (reconstruction effects).
Head movement, on the other hand, seems irrepressibly different; it is ap-
parently counter-cyclic, sometimes lowers features rather than raising them,
violates the extension condition, has no effect on scope, and shows no recon-
struction alternations (if anything, it obligatorily reconstructs, as if it had
never happened).12

As an illustration of the apparent counter-cyclicity of head movement, it
is unclear how Mainland Scandinavian languages can have V-to-C without
V-to-T. The Norwegian verb, for example, does not independently move to
T (as seen in embedded clauses, where it follows medial adverbs in standard
Norwegian).

(38) a. Visstnok
apparently

fant
found

Octavia
Octavia

aldri
never

den
the

røde
red

sokken.
sock.def

‘Apparently, Octavia never found the red sock’
b. Jeg

I
tror
believe

at
that

Octavia
Octavia

aldri
never

fant
found

den
the

røde
red

sokken.
sock.def

‘I believe that Octavia never found the red sock’

Since head movement is strictly local (Travis 1984), attraction by C in main
clauses should attract only T, as in English, perhaps triggering do-support.
In fact, auxiliaries do move independently of the lexical verb, as in English.

(39) Visstnok
apparently

har
has

Octavia
Octavia

aldri
never

funnet
found

den
the

røde
red

sokken.
sock

‘Apparently Octavia has never found the red sock’

But in Norwegian, in the absence of an auxiliary, the main verb moves to C,

12See Platzack (2013) and references there for discussion of the dearth of syntactic
properties of head movement.
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as seen in (38a). So at the point where T is merged, the verb must not move,
because the clause might be an embedded clause. But once main clause C is
merged, the verb must countercyclically move through T.

In the spanning hypothesis, following Brody’s Mirror Theory, there can
be no head movement as there is no distinction between heads and phrases.
What replaces head movement is variable linearization of heads, controlled
by the @ feature. Since linearization is a matter of phonological expression,
occurring late in the derivation, no countercyclicity is introduced into the
syntax (relinearization of V-v to C might be dependent on V-v being at a
phase edge, as in Fox & Pesetsky 2005).

4 Conclusion

It is a tenet of DM that terminal nodes are the locus of lexical insertion (see
e.g. Embick & Noyer 2001, Embick & Marantz 2008).

I have suggested instead in (7) that Lexical Matching, and hence insertion,
must apply to spans.

The difference is partly a matter of granularity. Heads are traditionally
viewed as bundles of features. However, there has been a steady development
over the past thirty-five years to recognize increasing numbers of features as
heads in their own right. Thus, a single head on a conservative analysis
(INFL, for example, in Chomsky 1981) might correspond to multiple heads
on a more progressive analysis (Agr and T, in Pollock 1989).

The extreme point of this development is to posit a single syntactically
active feature per head (Kayne 2005). Bobaljik (2012), for example, argues
that the superlative form of an adjective is built on the comparative, and
that cross-linguistically valid restrictions on syncretism cannot be explained
if languages are free to posit a single head which combines the two meaning
components. He observes that this would follow from an atomicity hypothesis
like that suggested by Kayne.

If anything like atomicity is true, then there are far more heads in the syn-
tax than was countenanced in the 1980’s (cf. Cinque 1999), and far more port-
manteaux in the morphology (cf. Starke 2009). Portmanteaux are straight-
forwardly handled on the spanning hypothesis, whereas on the X0 hypothesis,
they require additional mechanisms such as Fusion.

Essentially, these developments move a burden from the theory of fea-
ture geometries (see e.g. Harley & Ritter 2002) to the theory of extended
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projections (see Adger 2013, Ramchand & Svenonius 2014).
The word has central relevance for syntax, morphology, and phonology,

and perhaps even semantics, yet there is as of yet no well-developed theory of
its source. The phase-based theory of the word (Marantz 2001; 2007, Marvin
2002, Newell 2008) is in this regard something of a breakthrough, but still
relies on central features of DM, terminal node insertion, and the X0 theory
of word formation.

In this paper I have argued that the X0 hypothesis of words leads to
certain impasses, and that thinking of words in terms of spans may help us
move beyond them.

I have also argued that the spanning hypothesis of word structure allows
for a more minimalist theory of morphology. In many individual analy-
ses, it obviates mechanisms such as Local Dislocation, Fusion, Morphologi-
cal Merger, and Head Movement which are invoked in competing analyses,
opening up the possibility that such mechanisms could be dispensed with
altogether.
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